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Abstract: The problems of methods standardization
and results evaluation of the exercise tests used in
computerized ECG analysis system *Kaunas' are
discussed.

test is used to determine the ability to work or
disablement The last part of the testing protocol is the
period of relaxation lasting from 3 to l0 minutes.

The graded exercise test using the treadmill

has

gained increasing popularity in recent years. The work
load on a treadmill is increased in stages by increasing

INTRODUCTION
Various exercise tests now are rvidely used in the
world [l for patients evaluation and diagnostic purposes
in the patient's functional capacity assessing. The
evaluation of the clinical usefirlness and limitations of

the exercise tests for ischemic heart disease

is
complicated by the fact that there is no uniformity among
medical institutions in regard to the type of stress given,
the exercise protocol, the recording techniques, and the
electrocardiographic criteria employed.The main purpose
of this paper is to discuss the aspects of standardization
methods and results evaluation of the exercise tests with
computerized ECG analysis system [21.

METHODS

the speed and incline at time intervals. The developed
work power is different for patients with different body
mass though the speed and incline are constånt. For the
same reason the heart regulation is different and results
of exercise test on treadmill are difficult to compare [3].
The exercise protocol on treadmill is selected according

same method as for bicycle test (the main
parameter is TIS) but on treadmill the developed work
power is different than for bicycle in the same stages.

to the

In the free exercise test depending on sort

of

gymnastic exercise (knees-ben{ and others) we evaluate

the work during one cycle and calculate the average
developed work power. The exercise protocol is selected
as for the birycle test and according to it the frequency
of exercise performance is calculated.. The patient must
co-ordinate his frequency of exercises performance with

ergometer is one of the most popular in
number of stages, the time interval of a stage (TIS) and
the magnitude of work load are the main parameters of
exercise protocol. The protocol used in the exercise test

frequency calculated by computer.
All above presented exercise tests are compatible
according to the average developed work po\iler, and it is
a base to compare the results of exercise testing not only
in the same patient but for various patients as well.

varies among different medical centers. The most
popular exercise protocol is Bruce protocol involving a

RESI.]LTS

The multistage exercise test using the

bicycle
the world. The

work load from 25 W which is increased every 2 minutes
by 25 W to the maximum tolerated work load. In
*minimal vital power" protocol is more
Germany the
popular. It begins from 65 W ("minimal vital power" is
I Wlkg of body mass) at 6 min. intervals is increased by
30 W or 60 W to 185 W. In this plenty of protocols we
noticed that the TIS was one of the most important
parameters. According to TIS magnitude we suggest to
divide the exercise protocols into three groups: 1)
provocative, where TIS < I min., 2) adaptive, rvhere TIS
- 2 - 3 min., 3) working, where TIS : 3 - 6 min. The
provocative testing protocol is not recommended for
patients with coronary artery disease but it is useful for
healthy patients, especially - for sportsmen. For males it
starts from 50 W increasing by 50 W wery I min. to the
350 W, and for females it starts from 50 W increasing by
25 W every I min. to the 250 W or to maximum
tolerated work load. During the adaptive exercise testing
the function of the myocardium is more stable and safe.
For this rqlson adaptive protocol is the most popular in
clinics for diagnostics of heart diseases. During the
working test the Eystem of the body is more stable but
after some time the patients begrn to get tired and
complain of muscle and rheumatic palns. The working

In the computerized ECG analysis system "Kaunas"
we developed a program "Kaunas-Load" which allows to
make exercise tests on a bicycle, on a treadmill, free
exercise tests, or pharmacological stress tests and free
functional tests [41. During the exercise tests (on-line)

the program "Kaunas-Load" presents on the screen
ECGs, the magnitude IIR, ST-T changes, the frequenry
of exercises performance for free exercises test and
records chosen ECG, in l0 s duration at each stage to the
computer memory. After exercise tests computer analyse
ECG's and presents a lot of parameters for evaluation of
the heart distuöances and ass€ss the patient's functional
capacity. It allows to compare various results of exercise
testing.. Comparison the changes of the heart rate (HR)

for the

same patient during bicycle (Fig.lA) and

treadmill Oig.lB) tests are presented in Figure l. In the
parts (a) the graphics dHR/dt (dt is the TIS) and in the
parts O) the graphics of HR changes are presented. In
the middle of parts (a) and (b) the calculated parameters
PWCI7O (in two dimensions) and average magnitude

M:ctgodP/dHR Wö/min are presented. The
differences of I{R, M and PWCI7O are insignificant in
both cases.
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Fig. f.Changes of HR O) during bicycle test (A) and during trEådmill tesl (B). Trcnds (a) represent derivative of HR
changes. Index M means ctgcr: dP/dHR [Wb/min] and PWC170 - power when HR is 170 b/min for I kg of patient body
mass

[w/kg]

CONCLUSIONS

l.

The exercise tests protocols are

standardized

according to the time interval of stage (TIS) and divided

into three gloups:

:

l)

provocative (TIS

patients with syncope of uncertain origin and healthy
control subjects". Amer. Heart J. l99l, L2216'1,1644-1651.
l2l S. Korsakas, L. Gargasas, A. Vainoras et.al. "The ECG

Analysis System SAA ECG Kaunas{2".

In:

Ischemic

2 - 3 min), 3) working (TIS = 3 6 min).
2.The main parameter for the evaluation of exercise
tests could be the average developod work power.

Heart Disease. Vilnius: Mokslas, 1987 :l 16-1 20.
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